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Abstract

The goal of the work is to carry out a validation of neutral beam current drive (NBCD) simulations in the TJ-II
stellarator. NBCD has been estimated for NBI plasmas (without ECRH) using the Monte Carlo orbit following code ASCOT
in order to determine first the fast-ion current. Then, the correction to the fast-ion current caused by the electron return
current has been calculated analytically. The total plasma current measured in several NBI-heated discharges is compared to
the predicted values that are obtained by adding both bootstrap current and NBCD contributions. Because of the short pulse
length of NBI shots, the experimental plasma current needs to be extrapolated for times longer than the shot duration. It is
shown that the theoretical value is always much higher than the measured one. The possible reasons that could explain the
discrepancies are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Validation of beam-driven Alfvén Eigenmodes (AEs) simulations against experimental results in fusion devices
requires, among other inputs, knowing the value of the rotational-transform profile of the plasma equilibrium,
which in stellarators is strongly affected by non-inductive plasma currents. Besides its importance for the
interpretation of AEs experiments, which has been the initial drive for NBCD studies in TJ-II, a validation of
NBI current-drive simulations in non-axisymmetric configurations is also desirable for devices that rely on
precise current control. In the TJ-II stellarator, since many of the experiments were carried out with non-
balanced neutral-beam injection and no measurements of the rotational transform profile are available (or
present a large error in those few cases where it has been measured using MSE diagnostic [1]), a theoretical
estimation of the current driven by the injection of the neutral beam (NBCD) is mandatory in order to
reconstruct the equilibrium. The beam-driven current is the combination of two different contributions: the
current of the fast ions and the response of the plasma electrons that tends to shield this current. The current
associated with the slowing down distribution of fast ions has been obtained using the Monte Carlo orbit-
following code ASCOT [2] and the return or shielding current of the electrons has been determined using the
expressions derived in [3]. In general, the measured current does not reach a stable value during the shot
because the current relaxation-time or L/R time (��) is often longer than the typical TJ-II NBI pulse duration
(~100 ms) and, therefore, the validation of the theoretical results needs an estimation of the stable current that
would be achieved with longer pulses. An exponential fit to the measured current evolution is used to that end
[4-6]. A drawback of the simulations carried out to date is that the version of the ASCOT code used here does
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not include charge-exchange (CX) processes. In devices with higher temperatures and higher NBI energies, CX
losses are lower due to the strong decrease of the CX cross section. However, in the case of TJ-II NBI plasmas,
in particular if they are relevant from the point of view of AEs studies, the density of neutrals in the plasma
produces high CX losses and they need to be included if a reliable estimation of NBI heating is desired. In low-
density conditions, guiding-center calculations with FAFNER [7] show that CX losses can reach up to 30% of
the port-through power, which represents almost 70% of the available power due to the high level of shine
through. The impact of disregarding CX losses in NBCD calculations in TJ-II is still an open issue that needs to
be clarified.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The NBI system of the TJ-II stellarator consists of two (co- and counter-) tangential beams injecting 700 kW of
maximum power each with a maximum energy Ebeam = 34 keV [8]. In order to carry out a validation of the
beam-driven current against the experiment, several NBI-heated plasmas with different densities have been
chosen from the TJ-II database. They all exhibit approximately stationary electron line-density and temperature
during the NBI phase. This should guarantee that the source of driven current is roughly constant and that the
time evolution of plasma current measured experimentally is only originated by the current decay due to TJ-II
plasma inductance and resistivity. In all cases, ECRH is used to only start-up and build the NBI target plasma.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the plasma parameters and the heating power for two representative shots
(PNBI=430 kW and PNBI=380 kW).

FIG. 1: (a) Time evolution of ECR and NBI heating powers and total plasma current measured by an inner Rogowski coil
for shots #24000 and #25621. The result of the exponential fits obtained by following the procedure described in the text is
shown in grey dashed lines together with the maximum and minimum values of the asymptotic currents (blue solid lines).
The horizontal black solid line below the x-axis indicates the range of initial times taken to carry out the exponential fit and
the vertical dotted line corresponds to the final time, always close to the end of the NBI pulse. (b) Time traces of electron
line-density and central ECE temperature.

During the ECRH phase, provided that no EC current is being driven, the only source of current in the plasma is
the bootstrap current, which is produced by the gradients of the pressure profiles. After switching on the NBI,
the ECRH is switched off (see Fig. 1) and the plasma current starts evolving towards its asymptotic steady-state
value. The time behaviour of the plasma current, that usually exhibits slow oscillations of the order of 0.2-0.3
kA, is the main source of error in the analysis. Taking into account that the relaxation time is comparable to the
pulse duration and that the stabilization of the plasma current (Ip) takes place after several relaxation times, an
exponential fit to the time trace of the measured plasma current is needed to determine the non-inductive current
source. The expression of the fitting function is the following,

�� � = �0�−� �� + ���

In this expression, the limit of the plasma current when t → ∞ is INI, which accounts for all the different non-
inductive currents in the NBI plasma: bootstrap current and NBCD. This value shall be compared with the
results from the simulations. The fit result depends on the selected time interval of the plasma current since its
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evolution, even after ECRH switch-off, differs from an ideal exponential. The final time is fixed at the end of
the NBI pulse and a range of initial values spanning 20 ms is explored in an attempt to determine the
uncertainty of the fitting procedure. The experimental value of the non-inductive current is defined as the
average of the different values of ��� for all the fitted time intervals and its error bar is given by the standard
deviation. The results of the analysis are given in Table 1.
Stable-density NBI-plasmas are difficult to achieve in TJ-II. Only right after an optimum lithium wall
conditioning, the line density can be kept constant enough so as to ensure that the evolution of the plasma
current has an electrodynamic origin. Changes in the plasma profiles, that are reflected in the slowly-increasing
line density, make the evolution of the plasma current deviate from an exponential and thus fitting the current is
no longer an option. This is clearly visible in Fig. 2, where the evolution of the plasma current in a shot with
counter-injection (NBI 2) appears to be almost linear instead of exponential. Everything considered, the number
of suitable shots for NBCD studies is rather low and, out of those, only a few present a time evolution that can
be approximated by an exponential curve.

FIG. 2: (a) Time evolution of ECR and NBI heating powers and total plasma current of shot #32802. (b) Time traces of
electron line-density and central ECE temperature. The plasma current does not evolve exponentially but linearly due to
unstable plasma-density.

3. NBI SIMULATIONS USING ASCOT

3.1. Simulation set up

The full injection geometry of both beams, the plasma profiles and the vacuum equilibrium calculated with
VMEC have been included in the BBNBI code [9] in order to simulate the ionization of the NBI-neutrals and
subsequently obtain the distribution of initial markers.

FIG. 3: Left: a 3D illustration of the ionization position of the co-injected initial markers representing beam particles and
the last closed flux surface. Right: top view of the simulated neutral beams of TJ-II.
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ASCOT follows the markers, integrating numerically their collisional trajectories, until each marker either slows
down to twice the ion temperature at markers’ location, becoming part of the thermal bulk, or hits the first wall
of the device. In Fig. 3, the cloud of initial markers within the plasma is shown for both injectors.

3.2. Results

The plasma profiles used in the simulations, that have been fitted to the experimental Thomson scattering
profiles, are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. In the two shots considered, the peak electron densities are 1.6·1019,
2.5·1019 m3 and the peak electron temperatures 317, 250 eV respectively. The ion-temperature profiles have
been chosen under the assumption that its shape is similar to the electron temperatures [10] with a peak value of
100 eV at the center of the plasma. The hydrogen-density profiles are calculated from the electron-density ones
considering a flat profile of Zeff=1.5 and boron (Z=5) as the only impurity.

FIG. 4: Electron (left) and ion (right) density profiles of the simulated shots.

FIG. 5: Electron (left) and ion (right) temperatures profiles of the simulated shots.

FIG. 6: Radial electric-fields used for the simulations of shots #24000 and #25621

Due to the weak influence of the electric field on the fast-ion distribution-function, a single radial electric-field
profile, consistent with measurements obtained with Doppler reflectometry for shots with similar plasma
parameters [11][12], has been taken in all the simulations. The profile, shown in Fig. 6, is negative, which is a
characteristic of the so-called ion-root phase of the plasma during NBI injection. The slowing-down process of
the injected beam ions has been simulated with ASCOT in order to obtain the steady-state distribution-function.
The results of the simulations are depicted in Fig. 7. The left panel shows the steady-state distribution-function
for shot #24000 in terms of parallel velocity and a radial coordinate defined here as � = �, where � is the
normalized toroidal-flux, while the right panel shows the parallel-velocity distribution. The co-injection of NBI1
can be noted by the fact that most of the particles have positive parallel velocities (right panel). The three steps
created by the three different injection energies (Emax, Emax/2, Emax/3) are visible in both plots.
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FIG. 7: Left: 2D distribution function in (ρ, V||)-phase space of discharge #24000. Right: parallel-velocity distributions
obtained with ASCOT.

4. NEUTRAL BEAM CURRENT DRIVE

As it was mentioned in the introduction, the total current driven by the beam (�∥
����) is calculated as the sum

of two contributions: the current carried by the fast ions (��||) and the electron return current, which is obtained
by solving the drift kinetic equation in the low-collisionality regime for ��� ≫ �� where �� is the typical
speed of the fast ions and ��� the thermal speed of the electrons. The net current is then written as [3]

�∥
���� = ��||(1 −��) = �������∥ 1 −�� , (1)

where �� is the steady-state fast-ion density and ��∥ the average parallel velocity of the fast ions with charge
���. The “shielding” or electron return current factor �� is given by

�� =
��
����

� �
�2

�� 1 −
8
3 �

�1

1 +���� +
�2��
�3��

, (2)

where

�� =
3
4 �2

0

1/���� �
1− ��

��� . (3)

In equation (3), … stands for the flux surface average, �� = 1− �� and �� is defined as an integral over
circulating (non-trapped) particles, where � ≡ � � = �−1 1 − �∥

2 �2 . The integrals �1 ���� , �2 ����
and �3 in equation (3) are the following:

�1 = 0

∞ �4ℎ(�)�−�2

ℎ � +����
��� ,

(4)�2 = 0

∞ �ℎ(�)�−�2

ℎ � +����
��� ,

�3 = 0

∞
�ℎ(�)�−�2��� ≈ 0.27,

and ℎ(�) is given in terms of well-known special functions,
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ℎ � ≡ Φ � −� � ,

(5)Φ � =
0

�
�−�2��� ,

� � = Φ � −�Φ'(�)
2�2 .

Thus, the fast-ion current is more or less efficiently shielded by the electrons depending on the value of �� .
The larger �� , the larger the shielding current. In principle, equation (2) allows for variations on a given flux
surface through its dependence on �, which is non-constant on the flux surface. In this case, since the result for
�� and ��∥ given by ASCOT are both flux functions, we will use the flux-surface average of the shielding
factor in equation (1), i.e. �∥

���� = ��||(1 − �� ), to calculate the flux-surface average of the beam current
drive. Using the VMEC equilibrium of the TJ-II standard magnetic configuration and ���� values between 1.0
and 1.8 we arrive at the result shown in Fig. 8. This result shows that electron shielding is more efficient in the
core plasma, where the fraction of trapped electrons is lower, and that cleaner plasmas show lower NBCD.

FIG. 8: Shielding factor for the TJ-II standard configuration and two values of ����.

Using the result presented in Fig. 8 and the result for ��∥ calculated with ASCOT we can obtain the total
parallel-current density driven by the neutral beam. The result is presented in Fig. 9, where the NBCD current
density profile (dashed line) and the integrated current profile (solid) for discharge #24000 is presented. In this
case, the total amount of NBCD present in the plasma column is 8,3 kA.

FIG. 9: Current density profiles, as calculated by eq. (1), in dashed lines and integrated current profiles (solid line) as a
function ofρ.

5. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

With the aim of comparing the computational results with the experimental ones, the bootstrap current must be
calculated. In Fig. 10, the bootstrap current density (blue) and integrated one (red) are shown as calculated with
DKES [13]. In Table 1, the values of the different current contributions integrated up to the plasma edge are
shown together with the experimental measurement. The computed values of the NBCD (INBCD) correspond to
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the simulated profiles of Figs. 4, 5 and 6. The error of INBCD associated with the error of the measurements of the
experimental kinetic profiles, from which the fitted profiles have been obtained, is 22%. This number is the
standard deviation of several NBCD values from simulations with different sets of kinetic profiles within the
errorbars of the Thomson scattering measurements. Other sources of error, as the uncertainties in the
measurement of the injected power, have not been taken into account. The values of such INBCD are roughly four
times the experimental ones. In order to have an estimate of the relaxation time, this has been calculated for shot
#24000 giving �� = 57 ± 46ms.

FIG. 10: Bootstrap-current density profiles and integrated current as a function of the normalized toroidal flux.

TABLE 1. VALUES OF THE NBCD, BOOTSTRAP (BS), COMPUTED NET CURRENT (COM) AND FITTED
EXPERIMENTAL CURRENTS

6. DISCUSSION

Several uncertainties, both on the theoretical and on the experimental side may cause the large differences seen
between the experimental results and the theoretical predictions. As it was explained in the introduction, the
slowing-down simulations do not include CX losses, which are known to have a strong impact on the energy
transferred from fast ions to the thermal plasmas. In principle, a reduction in the steady-state fast-ion density,
especially in low-medium density plasmas, that could even reach a 50% of the fast ions’ initial power, is
expected and in this case, theoretical current would be significantly reduced. However, a reliable calculation of
CX losses also needs an estimation of the neutral species profiles inside the plasma, which is not available at
this time . Another potentially important source of error comes from the uncertainties in the determination of Zeff.
From Fig. 8, one can notice that the value of Zeff has an impact on the shielding factor As. In this study, a flat
profile of Zeff=1.5 has been used, following radiation data analysis and modelling results obtained in similar
shots [14]. Any deviation from the chosen Zeff value will change the calculated current result. In particular, for
lower Zeff values, the shielding efficiency of plasma electrons is higher, meaning a lower level of NBCD. Of
course, the impact of Zeff variations on fast-ion slowing-down distribution must also be addressed to complete
the picture. The determination of the available NBI power needs also assessment, since only port-through power
is actually measured and the available power (and its corresponding shine through) are calculated by BBNBI.
Having a calibrated measurement of the shine-through power may also help to narrow the indeterminacy in the
results. Last but not least, the impact of AEs on the fast-ion confinement (which in tokamaks have shown to
reduce the beam heating and current efficiency [15]) is not considered in the simulations although NBI in TJ-II
always comes accompanied with AEs excitation. Finally, the difference between the vacuum magnetic
equilibrium used for the simulations and the actual one, which is modified by the presence of all the sources of
currents, NBCD mostly, must be also evaluated and its impact on the NBCD result determined by means of self-
consistent simulations.

Discharge INBCD(kA) IBS(kA) ICOM=INBCD+IBS IEXP(kA)
#24000 +8,3±1,8 -0,4 +7,9±1,8 1,9±0,7
#25621 +5,9±1,3 +0,0 +5,9±1,3 1,7±0,1
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